WORKING FOR SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY IN DEVELOPING CITIES

CODATU is a French association that works to promote sustainable mobility in developing cities and support transport and mobility projects in Africa, Latin America and Asia.
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CODATU: Agir pour une mobilité soutenable dans les villes en développement
CODATU est une association de droit français qui anime un réseau international d’expertise sur les transports et la mobilité dans les villes des pays en développement
CODATU International Conferences
17 Conferences organized since 1980

- Since 1980, CODATU organizes international Conferences every two years on urban mobility in developing countries. These events look to design and propose innovative solutions and new lines of research adapted to local contexts in those countries.

- Historically, CODATU international conferences have been organized in a different city of Africa, Latina America, Asia and Europe.

- CODATU organizes those conferences through a collaboration with local and international partners. By doing so, CODATU aims at gathering members of territorial entities, academia, private sector and the civil society, to work together on persistent challenges and future opportunities of the urban.
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CODATU Conferences – key figures

- **CODATU XVII (November 2017)**
  - *Intelligent, inclusive and sustainable mobility*
  - **Hyderabad, India**
  - Local partner: Institute of Urban Transport
  - 3 days conference
  - 32 technical sessions
  - 800 participants (150 international)
  - + 150 speakers

- **CODATU XVI (February 2015)**
  - *Climate change, air quality and energetic challenges*
  - **Istanbul, Turkey**
  - Local partner: Technical University of Istanbul
  - 4 days conference
  - 33 technical sessions
  - 370 participants from 41 countries
  - + 150 speakers

- **CODATU XVIII (2021)**
  - **Dakar, Senegal**

  - **CDMX, Mexico**

- **CODATU II (1982)**
  - **Caracas, Venezuela**

- **CODATU V (1990)**
  - **Sao Paulo, Brazil**

- **CODATU XIV (2010)**
  - **Buenos Aires, Argentina**

**Regional Conference – Sustainable Urban Mobility in Latin America (June 2021)**
- **Bogota, Colombia**
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CODATU Conferences – illustrations
Urban transport in Latin America has evolved significantly in the past two decades. The projects of massive systems of transportation, in particular the emblematic and worldly recognized BRT systems, have induced big transformations in the mode of urban mobility in the continent.

Big cities and capital cities have implemented mature and multimodal systems of public transportation. Yet, they face many challenges in terms of sustainability, urban and environmental quality of the urban space, accessibility and inclusion.

At this point of their evolution, the Bogota Conference looks to generate discussions, exchange good practices and propose ideas on the future of these systems of transportation and the models of urban mobility that best respond to the needs of the cities in Latin America.
Urban Sustainable Mobility in Latin America
Codatu Bogota 2021

**Topic:** Urban sustainable mobility in Latin America.

**Date:** June of 2021  |  **Place:** University Los Andes, Bogota, Colombia

**Audience:** Territorial entities of Latin America  |  Private Sector  |  Academia  |  Civil Society

**Five topics:** Institutional organization and Planning  |  Financing schemes and Pricing policy  |  Regulation and transport supply  |  Sustainable city  |  Technologies

**Activities:** Plenary sessions  |  Seminars  |  Workshops  |  Exhibition area  |  Technical visit
Urban Sustainable Mobility in Latin America
Codatu Bogota 2021 – Partners of the Conference

Codatu organizes the Bogota Conference with the University of Los Andes as local strategic partner and with the support of Transdev as main sponsor:

Transdev is an operator and global integrator of mobility which provides mobility solutions to passengers, local entities and enterprises. Transdev provides 11 million passenger trips everyday through mobility services that include BRT systems, rail systems, buses, non-motorized systems of transportation and parking solutions. Transdev is a major mobility stakeholder of the continent, historical operator of the Bogota and Santiago BRT systems.

Los Andes University is a private, autonomous, independent and innovative Higher Education Institution. Its purpose is to deliver excellent education that contribute to close the knowledge gap between Colombia and world scientific advances.

The University gathers more than 18.000 students, 1.700 teachers and 155 groups of research. The University is a scientific reference on mobility issues at continental scale, especially thanks to the consulting and research projects of its Urban and Regional Sustainability Studies Group.
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